To Mohs or not to Mohs.
The preferred method of treatment of Dermatofibrosarcoma Protuberance (DFSP) is surgery. Clear margins are achieved by wide local excision (WLE) or by Mohs micrographic surgery. Mohs surgery and reconstruction always requires two or more procedures. This study aims to assess the ability of WLE to accomplish clear histopathological margins and low recurrence rate with a single procedure. We present our results from ten years experience of wide local excision. This is a retrospective analysis of data of all cases of DFSP treated with WLE by a single operator in our department between 2002 and 2012. Twenty patients were identified. The surgical excision and reconstruction were performed on the same day in all cases. The mean histological peripheral margin was 17 mm and the deep 9 mm. There was no incomplete excision and no recurrence recorded. There were no postoperative complications or tumour recurrences reported for an average period of 5.6 years follow-up. Mohs surgery offers clear histological margins but requires multiple patient visits to achieve complete excision and later reconstruction. We show that WLE can achieve these in one procedure, the excision margins making little difference when planning the eventual reconstruction.